
ENGLISH NEWSPAPER 
ADVERTISEMENTS AS A SOURCE OF 

FURNITURE HISTORY

John Stabler

Hidden away between the advertisements for cordial balm of Gilead and Ford’s pectoral 
balsam of horehound there lies a still largely untapped store of information on furniture 
makers in eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century newspapers. Sebastian Pryke has 
described the value of newspapers in his study of the Edinburgh furniture trade.1 This article 
extends his observations south of the border and emphasises regional differences where they 
exist.

CHRONOLOGY

Many furniture makers put a notice in the local press when they set up business, and if they 
retired and sold their stock or handed over to someone else this too would often be 
advertised, so a furniture maker’s career can sometimes be deduced from newspaper 
advertisements alone. These announcements also tell us something about the way busi
nesses changed hands. A  typical notice occurs in the Newcastle Chronicle of 8 January 17 8 0  
where Devergy Lisle at The Commode and Cabriol, Pilgrim Street, Newcastle, offers his 
services as joiner, cabinet maker and inlayer to ‘customers of his late master George Lowes, 
declined business’ . In the same number Lowes advertises the sale of his stock-in-trade and 
unwrought wood and veneer. This was the commonest arrangement, the purchaser or 
lease-holder who was acquiring the property hoping also to acquire the customers of 
whoever was going out of business, whilst the stock-in-trade was usually sold independently 
by auction.

A  retiring furniture maker would sometimes recommend his successor to his customers, 
and equally new men would often solicit business from the customers of a retiring colleague. 
Occasionally a too zealous newcomer overstepped the mark. Thus in the Hampshire 
Chronicle of zz  April 179 9  James Bale, cabinet maker, upholsterer and auctioneer of 
Winchester:

takes the earliest opportunity of soliciting the Friends of Mr. BORMAN, who has quitted the above 
Business, and assures them no pains on his part shall be spared to give universal satisfaction.

This elicited a sharp rebuke from Borman in the following number:

W. Borman, upholder &c., is compelled. . .  to contradict so gross a Misrepresentation, for which Mr. 
Bale had no Authority whatever and to assure his Friends, that his Trade in all its Branches, continues 
to be carried on as usual, and that, whenever he shall relinquish it, which his present state of Health 
makes him wish to do, on a proper Occasion, he should, most certainly, inform the Public of it himself

Bale issued an apology in the same number, pleading that he had acted on information 
which he had ‘conceived to be infallible’ . Tw o months later Borman duly announced his 
retirement and the selling off of his stock-in-trade ‘ for Ready Money’ .3
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i . Chest of drawers by Henry Hicks of Gosport. Newspaper advertisements establish his
Gosport career as 1796—1817

2. Hicks’s trade label
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3. Card table by Hicks 
Gosport Museum. P986. 196ij

The case of Henry Hicks of Gosport serves as an example of how a furniture maker’s 
chronology can be deduced from newspaper advertisements. The author found a chest of 
drawers Fig. 1) bearing Hicks’s trade card (Fig. 2), on which he described himself as cabinet 
maker, upholsterer, appraiser and auctioneer. The Dictionary o f English Furniture Makers 
contained no reference to him. Enquiries at the Victoria and Albert Museum yielded two 
items of information: that there was a labelled card table by him at Gosport Museum 
Fig. 3), and that he insured his house and business with the Sun Insurance Company in M ay 

1^96 for a total of £ i ,2 5 o.4 Apart from records of his marriage to Jemima Roberts at Holy 
Trinity Chapel in 179 9  and the baptisms of seven children5 between 1800 and 1 8 1 3 ,  no 
other information about him was readily accessible. Reference to Hampshire newspapers 
filled in the important details of his career. The Hampshire Chronicle of 7 M ay 179 6  
contained an advertisement by Richard Castleman, cabinet maker, upholder, appraiser and 
auctioneer, announcing that he was giving up business in favour of Hicks. In the same
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number Hicks advertised that he had come from London and had ‘T A K E N  to the 
BUSINESS of Mr. C A S T L E M A N , which he intends carrying on in all its Branches’ .

In 17 9 9  he advertised for cabinet makers, wanting ‘two good workmen . . .  who have 
good chests of tools’, giving his address as Middle Street, Gosport.6 Over the next eighteen 
years he inserted numerous advertisements in the Hampshire press, in the great majority as 
an auctioneer rather than as a cabinet maker and upholsterer. Only one advertisement came 
to light in which he specified his address, which was 89 High Street (as Middle Street was by 
then known).7 This was in M ay 1 8 1 7  when he advertised that he ‘ continues to manufacture 
all kinds of C A B IN E T  FURNITU RE, in the best and most modern style, with well-seasoned 
materials at very Reduced Prices’ . Probably the reduced prices were due to the depression 
that hit the Portsmouth Harbour towns following the end of the Napoleonic Wars, putting 
several furniture makers out of business. On 1 7  November 1 8 1 7  the following notice 
appeared in the Hampshire Telegraph:

H. Hicks on leaving the Business he has conducted for more than twenty-one years past, begs to offer 
his sincere and unfeigned Thanks to the respectable circle of Friends whose favours he has so long 
enjoyed, and recommends them in future with confidence to Mr. CROOK, who will succeed him.

A  preliminary notice of the sale of his stock in the same number referred to ‘ the Proprietor 
being about to remove to London immediately’. In the following number James Crook, 
cabinet maker, appraiser, auctioneer and undertaker, advertised that he was moving from 
his previous address in North Cross Street into Hicks’s High Street premises on 1 January.8 
In the case of Hicks, therefore, newspaper advertisements provided information on the 
maker’s address, the dates of his arrival and departure, where he came from and went to and 
who his predecessor and successor were. As we shall see in the next section they also 
provided a list of his stock-in-trade and household furniture.

S T O C K  L I S T S  A N D  T H E  L O N D O N  I N F L U E N C E

Newcastle newspapers not infrequently contained advertisements for established furniture 
makers, simply listing their new stock. These notices often stressed the close connection the 
firm had with London, so that Ralph Brown, upholsterer, took the opportunity to mention 
that he had been a journeyman to William France,9 and:

ever anxious to accommodate his customers with every article new and fashionable, he has lately 
returned from London with a large assortment of paper-hangings, damasks, moreens, harrateens, and 
cheneys, brocaded and plain Manchester strip’d furniture ..  .10

John Dobson, upholsterer, also stressed his London connection:

He is not only at present Master of the French and Turkish mode of fitting up Furniture as now used in 
London, but assures his friends, the least change of fashions cannot take place, but he will have it sent 
down immediately ..  .11

He went one better in 1 8 1 4 ,  announcing that he had ‘lately returned from Paris with a very’ 
great Variety of Beautiful Designs’,12 despite the fact that Britain was still at war with 
France. John Fearnley in 1 7 5 7 13 and Francis Richardson in 17 6 6 ,14 both carvers and 
gilders, stress that they have come from London. Thomas Coulson, glazier, japanner, 
house^painter and gilder in general, states that he has engaged a foreman who is ‘a proper
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Herald painter and Japanner, and who has been employed in the first shops in the 
Metropolis’ .15

This type of advertisement, listing stock and stressing connections with the fashionable 
London trade, is uncommon in Hampshire and Norwich newspapers. Cabinet makers and 
upholsterers in these areas, once the establishment of their business had been announced, 
rarely advertised again in the local newspapers, though when they did their advertisements 
were similar to those in the Newcastle press (e.g. J. Ling of Norwich ‘has returned from 
London with Articles in the Upholstery etc. Line . .  . \ 16

Another source of stock lists is the announcements of the sale of stock-in-trade of those 
makers ‘declining business’ . When Henry Hicks moved to London in 1 8 1 7  his stock was 
sold by his successor, James Crook. The following is an extract from the advertisement 
which appeared in the Hampshire Telegraph:8

The CABINET FURNITURE comprises several sets of pentigraphic, imperial and other dining tables, 
sets of card and Pembroke tables, on standards and claws, also on turned legs of beautiful wood, and 
inlaid with rose and other woods; capital dressing stands, large circular front chests of drawers, with 
best brass locks and handles; several sets of mahogany, japanned and ebonized parlour and drawing 
room chairs; tea caddies, portable desks, carved bed pillars, landscape dressing glasses, and other 
articles, too numerous to insert in an Advertisement.

The UPHOLSTERY FURNITURE and STOCK consists of a great variety of the most useful kind of 
carpeting, of new patterns, passage floor cloths, of all widths, printed calicoes, stout furniture 
dimiries, cotton and linen bed ticks, stuffing canvas, satin hair cloth, about 300 pieces of paper 
hangings, and beautiful flock borderings, of Hareivood and Co.s celebrated manufactory; excellent 
seasoned goose and mixed feathers, and feather beds, blankets and counterpanes, &c.

The remainder of the STOCK and IMPLEMENTS consist of mahogany, cedar, wainscot, ebony, 
coloured woods, beech in plank and bed rounds, beams, weights, and scales; capital lever weighing 
machine, well calculated for Grocers and Chandlers; work benches, chests of tools, two book ovens, a 
light furniture cart, and other property.

J. CROOK pledges himself to the Public, that the whole of the above is the genuine Stock and Property’ 
of Mr. Hicks, and in consequence of his leaving Business, will be sold without any reserve.

The ‘pentigraphic’ tables included in the list were tables incorporating a pantograph, a 
system of jointed rods for copying drawings or plans. Hicks probably supplied these to 
warships for copying charts. A  further hint that he furnished ships is supplied by the list of 
his own household furniture which Crook sold two months later.17 This included ‘an 
enclosed sideboard on the principle of a ship pantry’, an intriguing reference which leaves 
one pondering the nature of this item.

I N D U S T R I A L  C O N F L I C T S

When industrial disputes arose one might have expected newspapers to have carried news 
about them but in fact they featured little hard news of local events. Local items were usually 
covered in a column or two at most and were generally of a fairly inconsequential nature. 
Again one has to look at the advertisement columns to glean what little information there is 
on conflicts in the furniture trade. A  notice was placed in the Newcastle Courant by the 
journeymen cabinet makers and joiners in 178 4  asking their fellows in the adjacent counties 
only to supply goods to those masters in town who agreed to a twelve-hour day.18 They also 
offered their labour to masters in the neighbouring counties. Tw o weeks later they thanked
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their ‘brethren in the country’ for their co-operation.19 The masters responded two weeks 
later:
Joiners and cabinet-makers wanted in Newcastle immediately. Good hands will meet with proper 
encouragement, either by piece or day. The Masters are determined not to be imposed upon by the 
present set of men in town, as they will not be satisfied on reasonable terms.20

In the same number the journeymen warned against responding to such advertisements:
It is hereby requested that all Journeymen cabinet-makers and joiners be upon their guard, lest they be 
deceived. And it is humbly hoped that no one will prove himself so much an enemy to his own interest 
and that of his brethren residinghere, as to supply the need of the masters, especially on so precarious a 
foundation.

There is no further reference to this dispute in the Newcastle papers so we do not know 
how it was resolved, but in 1 78 8 Devergy Lisle advertised that in addition to cabinet making 
he had ‘begun the Glass Grinding Business’. In a postscript to the notice he added:
Good Cabinet-Makers, if sober men, will meet with proper encouragement, by applying as above.21

This provoked a spirited response from the journeymen in the next number:
. . .  Had that proper encouragement been given which is promised, there had been no occasion for such 
an Advertisement. —  There are already too many Good and Sober Cabinet-makers out of Work by 
[i.e. for want of] such proper encouragement.22

The scale of the dispute is indicated by a notice inserted three months later by the masters: 
WANTED AT NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE
Journeymen carpenters, joiners and cabinet-makers will meet with immediate employment on 
applying to Masters in the above Branches at Newcastle.
Good workmen applying within three weeks from the date hereof, may depend upon being employed 
throughout the Winter Season.
N.B. Two or three hundred is wanted, there being a great number of buildings to furnish.23

Pryke has recorded that the Newcastle masters and journeymen were arguing their cases in 
the press as far afield as Edinburgh.24

Such disputes were eventually resolved by the publication of books of prices which 
defined the rates for journeymen’s labour. N o such book is recorded for Newcastle but in 
Norwich a chairmakers’ book of prices was published in i8oi.25>26 Fifteen years later the 
masters were evidently gaining the upper hand to judge by the following advertisement in 
the Norwich Mercury.

UPHOLSTERY AND CABINET WAREHOUSE,
PROVIDENTIAL HOUSE 

No. 32 Pottergate St., Norwich 
B.P. TITTER &  Co.

. . .  from a regular reduction of 1 2*/i% on the workmen’s wages, and materials in the cabinet line 
being cheaper, they are enabled to manufacture articles in the above branches much cheaper . . .  
B.P.T. &  Co. beg leave to inform the trade, they continue to supply materials, for ready money only; 
and propose publishing by subscription, a book for the prices of journeymen’s labour, in the 
Upholstery line. The Sawyer’s price book is published, and may be had at Lane &  Walker’s, Bridewell 
Alley, Price is.27

T H E  A U C T I O N E E R I N G  C O N N E C T I O N

A survey of Hampshire newspapers by the author revealed only a few advertisements for 
cabinet makers and upholsterers but it was noticeable that when they did advertise they also
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styled themselves auctioneers and appraisers. This prompted an analysis of auctioneers’ 
advertisements. All auctioneers advertising in a selection of Hampshire newspapers 
between 1 7 96 and 1 8 1 7  were recorded. Those who auctioned only ships, timber or farm 
stock were excluded, as were auctioneers from London. Those from the neighbouring 
counties of Sussex, Surrey, Berkshire and Dorset were included as they were usually 
advertising sales near the Hampshire border which would be within the orbit of the 
newspaper concerned. A  total of 85 auctioneers were thus documented. Of these 40 were 
listed in the Dictionary o f  English Furniture Makers as cabinet makers and/or upholsterers. 
Three others (Henry Hicks28 and Isaac Hobson29 of Gosport and W . Purkis of Ports
mouth)30 stated on trade cards or in advertisements that they were cabinet makers and 
upholsterers, giving a total of 43 or 5 1 %  of the total sample of auctioneers. This very high 
prevalence is, on the face of it, surprising since the slender literature on the history of 
auctioneering31 makes no reference to furniture makers and furniture histories make 
precious little reference to auctioneering.

The next question to ask is whether this was a universal phenomenon or whether it was 
peculiar to Hampshire. A  similar survey of Norfolk auctioneers advertising in the Norwich 
Mercury in the two years 1 7 9 7  and 1 8 1 6  yielded 66 auctioneers, of whom only 1 1  were 
listed in the Dictionary o f  English Furniture Makers, i.e. 1 7 % . Clearly therefore there 
were marked regional differences in the country. London would appear to be different 
again. The author has not analysed London newspaper advertisements but a simple 
check on the trade cards illustrated in Heal’s London furniture makers32 showed that of 
10 9  cabinet makers and/or upholsterers only five stated that they were auctioneers. On 
the other hand 4 1  stated that they were appraisers. This is difficult to explain since if 
auctioneering grew up as a separate trade in London one would expect appraising to 
fall within the province of the auctioneer rather than the cabinet maker or upholsterer. 
Surprisingly Pat Kirkham makes no reference to the appraising or auctioneering 
side of the business in her comprehensive and scholarly study of the London furniture 
trade.33

In any event it seems that cabinet making, upholstery and auctioneering were very 
closely-linked occupations in Hampshire and the neighbouring counties and one has to ask 
the question whether these people were really furniture makers at all? Could it be that they 
were rather furniture dealers or, to use the contemporary term, furniture brokers, who 
bought and sold new and second-hand furniture, some of it by auction, but styled 
themselves cabinet makers and upholsterers? Kirkham has described how the decline of the 
guild system in the eighteenth century resulted in the rise of entrepreneurs running 
furniture-making businesses and by the end of the century there were even entrepreneurs 
who had not themselves served an apprenticeship.34 It would be but a short step from that to 
running a retail business, making none of the stock on the premises, but still styling the firm 
‘cabinet-makers and upholsterers’. For evidence on this we need to look at some 
advertisements.

Hill and Perkins of Portsea held numerous auctions in the early nineteenth century. They 
inserted an advertisement in the Hampshire Telegraph on 20 M ay 1 8 1 6  as follows:

Naval fie Military Upholstery Warehouse,

ON THE HARD, PORTSEA.
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HILL &  PERKINS, CABINET-MAKERS, UPHOLSTERERS, UNDERTAKERS, AUCTIONEERS, 
APPRAISERS, &c. return thanks to their Friends, the Navy, Army, and Public, for past favours; and 
beg to inform them, they continue to manufacture and sell every description of Goods in the above 
lines.

UPHOLSTERY, and Ornamental Furniture, of the first fashions and qualities, equal to any House 
of London.

In the UNDERTAKING Business, which they completely furnish, and contract to any pan of the 
kingdom, Messrs. H. P. flatter themselves, that their known punctual attention, and moderate 
charges, cannot be surpassed.

As AUCTIONEERS, the promptness with which all their accounts are immediately settled, a 
general knowledge of the value of property submitted to their hammer, and the regularity with which 
their sales are arranged, cannot fail to give satisfaction.

As APPRAISERS, the experience they have had in buying and selling ever}’ description of Goods, for 
more than 14 years, has offered unlimited opportunities of ascertaining a general knowledge of the 
value of articles usually coming within the practice of an Appraiser.

*A large quantity of well-manufactured Cabinet Goods, Bed Furnitures, and Upholstery; Imperial 
and Common Brussels Carpets, among which are Turkey, French, and Persian patterns; British, 
Venetian, and Kidderminster carpets, paper hangings, &c, at reduced prices; and second-hand 
Furniture on view, for sale, at their Shop and Ware Rooms, No. 2, Hard, Portsea, where Furniture, as 
usual, is Let on Hire.

N.B. Old China bought, sold, or exchanged.

Clearly theirs was quite a large and diverse business. Like many such enterprises they 
included undertaking among their services as well as the hiring of furniture and the buying 
and selling of old china. However they state unequivocally in the first paragraph that they 
manufacture furniture, though it is quite possible that by this stage it formed a relatively 
small proportion of their business. They also indicate that appraising was a natural 
extension of the business of a dealer who bought and sold furniture and other chattels.

It is equally revealing to look at the content of sales and the wording of advertisements 
when one of these firms went out of business. Benwell and Tagg of Reading, themselves 
furniture makers, advertised the sale of the property of John Ring of Church Street, 
Basingstoke.35 Lot I is described as follows:—

Handsome modem-built BRICK and SASHED Dwelling House, containing two spacious front shops, 
a very neat parlour, kitchen, good cellar, 4 exceeding good bedrooms with closets and a store room on 
the first floor, and 4 excellent atticks; an extensive yard behind the same, in which is a substantial Brick 
Building with 3 floors, used as a wood-house, work-shop, and store-loft; also a saw-pit adjoining, and 
the advantage of a passage from the street.

The premises have been for many years in the occupation of the late Mr. Ring, cabinet-maker, 
upholsterer, broker and auctioneer, and from the situation and conveniences are well worthy the 
attention of any person in the same line or other branch of business.

There can be no doubt that Ring made furniture in view of the sawpit and three-storey 
woodhouse, workshop and store loft. There are also records of a Sun insurance policy 
including £800 for utensils and stock.

William Borman of Winchester styled himself cabinet maker, upholsterer and auctioneer. 
When his stock was sold on his retirement (after the premature notice by James Bale referred 
to above) by John Limpus (another cabinet maker) it included ‘an excellent Turning Lath, 
with apparatus for turning Ovals, Work-Benches, Cauls, Vices and Tools’ .3 Clearly he was
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no mere broker. Isaac Hobson of Gosport announced that he was ‘quitting the Manufactur
ing Part of the Business’ in 18 16 , while carrying on the ‘Business of Auctioneer and 
Appraiser, as heretofore’ .29 The stock listed included five work-benches. W. Purkis, cabinet 
maker, upholsterer, undertaker and auctioneer, of 3 2  High Street, Portsmouth, advertised 
in 1 8 1 2  that he ‘has a large assortment of Paper hangings, Carpetting, Cabinet Furniture 
and Upholster}’, manufactured at his own house [his emphasis], which he is determined to 
sell on most reasonable terms’.30 We have already noted that Henry Hicks of Gosport 
advertised for two cabinet makers in 17 9 9 6 and the list of his stock-in-trade included 
work-benches and chests of tools.8

Thomas Eastman Senr. of Portsea was the auctioneer who advertised most frequently in 
the Hampshire Telegraph in the early nineteenth century’. When he died in late 1 8 1 6  his 
stock was sold by Henry’ Hicks.37 Three weeks after the initial announcement of the sale 
Hicks issued the following notice:

ELEGANT FURNITURE. TO BE SOLD WITHOUT RESERVE.
A report having been circulated (evidently with a view to injure the intended sale of MR. 

EASTMAN’S Stock, advertised to take place on the 25th instant, and the following days), that it is not 
the intention of the Executors to suffer the said stock to be brought fairly to sale, but merely to dispose 
of such as may bring its full value;-

H. HICKS therefore respectfully again pledges himself, that the whole will positively be sold 
ivithout any reserve whatever; and he hopes, when the Public are satisfied that the goods are really of 
the late Mr. Eastman’s Manufacture, any further comment on them will be unnecessary:- and the 
failure of the several attempts lately made to sell large quantities of cheap London made Goods by 
Auction, in this neighbourhood, leads him to conclude that the attention of the Public is not diverted 
from this opportunity of purchasing at a cheap rate, from the best assortment of truly elegant, modem, 
and substantially made Furniture that has been offered to the Public for many years.38

This advertisement tells us that a) Thomas Eastman made his own furniture and b) there 
was a practice of selling cheap London-made furniture at auction with the implication that 
this might be passed off as Eastman’s stock. The ‘attempts lately made to sell large quantities 
of London made Goods by Auction’ are illustrated by an advertisement of 10  March 1 8 1 7 :

PO R TSEA —  H A N T S  —  To be sold by Auction by M r. Garnett at his Auction Room, Queen St. on 
Friday 14th March, 1 8 1 7 ,  —  About Twenty Sets of Handsome Drawing room and other painted 
C H A IR S, twelve bedsteads, feather beds, tea trays, six copper coal shutes, twelve sets fire-irons, dining 
and Pembroke tables, two slipper baths___ 39

So there was at least one auctioneer who was selling bought-in cheap new furniture, but 
he did not style himself cabinet maker and upholsterer. The evidence suggests, therefore, 
that those who called themselves cabinet maker and upholsterer did indeed make their own 
furniture and the auctioneering and appraising grew out of this as side-lines.

A  further observation relating to these furniture maker/auctioneers is of interest. O f the 
44 recorded in the Hampshire area no less than six are known to have labelled their 
furniture. These were John Mant, William Borman and Thomas Godwin of Winchester, 
Henry Hicks of Gosport, John White of Chichester and John Cranston &  Son of 
Ringwood.40 Only about one per cent of furniture makers listed in the Dictionary o f  English 
Furniture Makers labelled their furniture, so this indicates a very high prevalence of 
labelling among the auctioneering group. The explanation is probably that being auc
tioneers they were more publicity-conscious than the average furniture maker and they 
would of course have a close association with the local printer who printed their labels,
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advertised their auctions, produced the catalogues and in many instances printed the 
newspapers which now yield so much information of value to the furniture historian.
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